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Introduction 

According to Transparency International, corruption is the abuse of entrusted power           

for private gain. Corruption erodes democracy, the rule of law and leads to the violation of                

human rights around the globe. It can be classified as grand, petty and political, depending on                

the amounts of money lost and the sector where it occurs. Grand corruption is taken place at a                  

high position in government where policies and main functioning tactics are altered in order              

to favor those leaders that want to benefit from the expense of others. Petty corruption is the                 

type of corruption that takes place in an everyday manner such as in schools, police               

departments, medical centers and other type of agencies. Aside from that, political corruption             

is the type of corruption that involves political decision makers who use their bureaucratic              

power to make profitable yet illegal actions.  

Political corruption leads to the facilitation of many illegal businesses around the            

world such as drug trafficking, human trafficking, money laundering and more. Every stolen             

dollar, euro, peso, pound and so on prevents a sustainable growth for a country and takes the                 

poor of an equal opportunity in life. Colombia, Venezuela and Mexico are three countries that               

have many of these illegal phenomenons publicly running in their countries. According to the              

2016 corruption world index, Venezuela’s present-day government is known as the most            

corrupt country in Latin America and its government has greatly contributed to its growth in               

crime rates since Hugo Chavez’s presidency. In general, any government that is politically             

corrupt, eventually leads to unequal income distributions, creating an abundance of poverty.            

Although every government has a form of “check and balance” procedure, it’s not always              

factual or effective. The ideal effectiveness of governments is reached when there are pure,              
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legal actions taken by political leaders; promoting transparency and an open communication            

with the citizens of a country along with the rest of the world. The check and balance                 

procedure aims the ensuring of policy moderation and prevents the misuse of political             

power. This system allows each branch of government to veto and make opinions in the               

actions of other government branches and thus,  resulting in a stable government.  

In politically corrupt countries, politicians do not participate in illegal acts by             

themselves. The usual end goals of politicians who commit these crimes, are to benefit by               

rank, money and/or power. To do so, a small public is usually needed to fulfil the steps of the                   

crime attempted. In governments, the most common frauds are: bribery, embezzlement,           

extortion and pure theft. All of these frauds contribute to the downfall of a country’s               

economy, the government’s legitimacy and its political stability. Corruption affects us all. It             

threatens sustainable economic development, ethical values and justice; it destabilises our           

society and endangers the rule of law. It undermines the institutions and values of our               

democracy. Usually, political officials engage in corruption when viable opportunities come           

to the table, meaning that; some sort of reward of their interest is either sought on their own                  

or offered by someone else. Overall, corruption destroys a government’s development,           

opportunities and at the expense of citizens, remains an increasingly influential problem in             

developing countries as well as it persists in  countries with developed democracies.  

 

Definition of Key Terms 

Corruption 

Corruption is the abuse of public power and resources for personal gain. It undermines              

democracy and the rule of law. It distorts markets, erodes the quality of life, allows organized                

crime, terrorism and increases threats to human rights.  

Transparency 

How public and accessible information is out in the public in order for citizens to be aware of                  

the motions done by the government, assuring that they are not hiding anything from the               

public eye.  
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Political corruption 

Political corruption is the handling of policies and rules of government in the distribution of               

resources and financing with the intention of abusing their position to prolong their power,              

status and fortune. It is the abuse of political power in order to extract and accumulate private                 

enrichment.  

Government legitimacy 

How truthful the government of a country is to the public and how the citizens of the country                  

view the government’s communication of information. Government legitimacy is important          

because it acknowledges the control of the nation and and gives the government ruling              

authority over others. . 

Bribery  

The offering of money in exchange for illegal advantage. 

 

General Overview 

Political corruption is increasing annually around the world because of the           

manipulative misuse of power projected by political decision makers who alter rules of             

procedure, policies, distribution of resources and financing. This power grants many political            

officials to abuse their position to sustain their power, status and wealth. There are many               

forms of political corruption such as: bribes, embezzlement, blackmail, harboring, money           

laundering and extortion.  

Bribery 

This form of political corruption is one of the most common. Bribery is the offering of money                 

in exchange for illegal advantage. To give, offer, receive, or solicit any valuable item to affect                

the outcome of the actions that a political official will further take is considered to be bribing                 

and therefore illegal. World wide, there are about 1.5 trillion dollars paid in bribes each year.  

Embezzlement:  
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A type of financial fraud that consists of withholding assets to later convert them for personal                

benefit. This type of corrupt act is usually committed toward customers who grant their trust               

to employees of companies with money or other valuable assets.  

Blackmail/extortion:  

Political blackmail is the act of threatening a political official to expose private information in               

return of money. This information may be either true or invented “gossip” to harm the               

individual. This corrupt act usually turns out to be an effective method to obtain money               

because political leaders usually want people to keep silent on rumors that may possibly be               

true. This could also be known for extortion since the money is obtained by force and                

intimidation.  

Money laundering: 

Money laundering is when criminals disguise the initial and the legitimate source of the              

income by “washing” and making it seem as if the money is coming from a fake source. This                  

type of corrupt act is mostly connected to drug trafficking and terrorism. From the income               

made by committing such acts, the money that is obtained legally is then made to see as if it                   

was obtained legally.  

 

Major Parties Involved and Their Views 

Somalia 

Somalia is ranked first in the list of the world’s most corrupt countries in the world                

(transparency international 2017). Somalia allows illegal activities in return for bribes           

including money and resources. Somalia’s elections in 2016 rose to global interest as an              

election with huge corruption, where candidates offered bribes up to $1.3m (£1m) to secure              

their votes in election procedures. In Somalia, security forces are extremely weak because of              

the absence of salary that public officials get, so this results in the selling of arms and                 

exclusive equipment which then leads to street violence.  
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Denmark,  

According to Transparency International 2016, Denmark ranks as the top one country with             

the least political corruption in the world. Bribes and other forms of corrupt actions are not                

considered to be a problem at all in businesses. Denmark’s judicial system is proven to be                

fully transparent given that polls have shown that citizens never pay off bribes to judges of                

any kind in the attempt to solve a disput. Denmark is also known for being one the most                  

liberal countries in Europe when it comes to speaking out in both the media and the public                 

thus; when a crime is spotted, it takes no time for the judicial system to be informed and                  

therefore, the issue to be solved.  

Germany 

Transparency International was founded in Germany in 1993. Germany, ranked number 10 in             

the 2016 corruption perception index, has a transparent government where businesses are            

unlikely to receive bribes or corrupt offers. The German Criminal Code states that the              

receiving or offering a bribe for individuals is a felony. In the past two decades, Germany has                 

increased the penalties for bribes. In 2015, a former technical chief of the Berlin-Brandenburg              

airport was charge with a 250, 000 dollar fine for charging 62,000 more than needed to a                 

company for a planning contract which he ended up using himself. Germany has a high               

degree of professionalism, following a good judicial system to avoid corruption.  

United States 

The United States was ranked the 18th least corrupt country in the world ( 2016 Corruption                

Perceptions Index by Transparency International). The United States has always been a major             

influencer in the fight against corruption and a contributor to law enforcement. Major             

participant in the promotion of transparency. The United States was Involved in major             

scandal in 2016, because of the alleged cooperation of Trump’s campaign associates and             

Russia.  

Canada, 

Canada has clear regulations stated in the Criminal Code including consequences for immoral             

acts such as the convictions, pleas and sentencing that one could suffer in Canada if a corrupt                 
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act is committed by anyone, including politicians who play a huge rule on Canada’s strong               

court system. The Criminal Code of Canada is the principal anti-corruption legislation,            

prohibiting corruption, bribery, influence peddling, extortion and abuse of office          

(business-anti-corruption.com). Canada has a transparent judicial system that allows public          

services,  police, tax administrations to flow in a moderate procedure.  

Venezuela, 

Venezuela is known as the most corrupt country in Latin America by Transparency             

International. The judicial court went downhill when president Hugo Chavez came to power.             

The government misuses oil industries in exchange for bribes. Venezuela’s corruption has            

lead to civilians losing their jobs, business to stop because of the country’s crisis, lack of food                 

production and severe security problems. Venezuela’s current president, Nicolas Maduro, has           

kept on using Venezuela’s money for his personal use as well as participating in illegal trade                

handling contraband. Many of Venezuela’s biggest oil companies such as PDVSA are owned             

by the government. Maduro, announced that he wanted to nullify the legislative branch;             

pronouncing Venezuela to be a dictatorship.  

Transparency International, 

Transparency International runs as a worldwide organization in which it tries to publicize the              

corruption each country is facing around the world. It was founded in Berlin. It is a global                 

organization that attempts to work with governments, businesses and citizens to stop the             

abuse of power, bribery and other forms of corruption around the world.  

 

 

 

Timeline of events: 

 

Date Description of event 
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1972 
 
 
 
 
 
1980’s 
 
 
 
 
 
1985 
 
 
 
1993 
 
 
1999 
 
 
 
2011 
 
 
 
 
 
2015 
  
 
 
 
 
 
2016 

Watergate: Nixon became the first president 
of the United States to resign due to this 
involvement in the break in of Watergate 
building to tape and film the Democratic 
party. Nixon’s administration payed money 
to the burglars to keep quiet.  
 
John Major UK leader of conservative      
party: sold weapons to Iraq. Members of the        
British Ministry of Defense had taught them       
how to get the export licenses for the        
weapons.  

Iran Contra: Reagan administration sold     
arms to Iran and used the profit to secretley         
fund the Contra rebels in Nicaragua.  

Transparency International was founded in     
Berlin 

Anwar Ibrahim (Malaysia) arrested for     
corruption Chen Shui-bian (Taiwan).    
Family accused of embezzlement and illegal      
trade. 

Italian Prime Minister, Silvio Berlusconi,     
used his political placement to get freed       
from police custody for paying a minor for        
sexual purposes.  

 

Panama Papers: international scandal    
involving leaked documentation revealing    
fraud, tax evasion, and the avoidance of       
international sanctions.  

 

Odebrecht scandal: A Brazilian construction     
company used bribery and corruption to      
secure around 100 projects in 12 countries,       
gaining around $3.3 billion.  
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UN involvement, Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events 

The United Nations has created committees such as UNDP, UNODC and UNCAC.            

These committees aim to control corruption around the world as one of their main targets. All                

of these committees look forward a universal participation to ban corruption. These            

committees make up resolutions to later have countries sign and commit to cooperate with              

one another in cases of cross-border corruption activities.  

Some points that have been discussed in the General Assembly are those that include              

issues that battle the prevention and the combat of corrupt practices. The United Nations              

Convention against Corruption adopted many resolutions that touch on different methods to            

prevent political corruption.  

● In 2003, the UN passed the official anti corruption document known as the: United              

Nations Convention against Corruption. In this legal binding topics such as different            

forms of corruption are described. Bribery, illegal trading, abuse of power, and            

several acts of corruption in the private sector are discussed as well as preventive              

measures for these types of criminal acts. It detects corruption as the leading cause of               

many distort markets, weak quality of life, organized crime, terrorism and increasing            

threats to human security.  

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 

As previously stated the UN has attempted to solve corruption as a whole, including              

corruption in the political world. The UN does not have any enforcement powers, the              

effectiveness of the Convention as a tool to deter corruption depends on the establishment of               

adequate national monitoring mechanisms to assess government compliance. In past attempts,           

the support of international cooperation and technical assistance has not been against            

successful. There is an absence in anti corruption systems and consequently, there is no              
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system to which corruption may be prevented or detected. Some methods are used, but these               

methods include monitoring only in specific areas of political related fields with limited             

safeguards.  

Organizations such as the World Bank have made strong commitments to seize            

corruption in the financial aspects of their banks by controlling malpractices of those trying to               

misuse their power. The world bank ceases to reduce corruption is at the heart of the                

Sustainable Development Goals.  

Possible solutions 

Although the United Nations has continuously attempted to prevent political          

corruption from happening, it is still present in many forms of government around the world.               

Corruption, most specifically political corruption, has led to rising inequality around the            

world such as in countries like Somalia. One of the main contributors to Somalia’s poverty               

are leaders who take part in official government placements. Due to their authoritative             

placement, laws and regulations are illegally altered and thus, creates an illicit system filled              

with bribes, money laundering and other forms of corruption. These illicit privileges are then              

passed on to people who pay off bribes to higher authority in order to receive specialized                

treatment. Effective law enforcement is essential to ensure the corrupt are punished and this              

depends on a strong yet credible court system. Transparency and accountability should be             

promoted. The use of media to raise awareness. To train public employees in avoiding              

corruption. The parliament should ratify laws to punish those who commit corruption. The             

office of the prime minister should form strong and effective anti-corruption commissions            

and also articulate codes of ethics that employees must sign.  

By refining both the public administration and the finance management departments           

and improving its organization, all financial data remains in disclosure and thus prevents the              

waste and misuse of resources. Transparency is another key factor that plays role in countries               

that have successfully managed to abstain from political corruption. The public’s access to             

information allows an open and a trustworthy environment between the government and its             

citizens. By promoting transparency, governments increases their responsiveness, while         

simultaneously having an active public participation.  
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Blocking complete access to the international financial system is another tactic that            

could be applied to avoid bribes and money laundering practiced in offshore locations. In              

many cases, financial centres are involved in the flowing and exchange of illegitimate money              

in centres such as banks. In these cases, higher security could be applied to these systems as                 

well as limited accessibility to the international financial system to avoid laundering and             

hiding of proceeds. The check and balances system is another method that underlies the              

separation of powers and makes sure that civic principles are strictly followed for             

public and the private interests.  
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